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''Communicatioa Support: Strategies , ... 

By 

Jipi'.o aaoilela 

Abstract 

The research proposal outlined Ik this working paper is cor ce 
concerned with ;:he curmiunication activities that occur during the 
planniisg and imp J - .<.iit.'ifcion of socio-economic development projects. 
The proposal seeks to -specifically examine communication activities that 
pertain* to creating die conditions for an<-< facilitating dialogue 
between develcpmen; professionals and local communities about their 
respective iiapercoives» intentionaiities, c„;d priorities. 

The proposed study in siutaced in the ^context of two different 
approaches to the role of communication in deveioptaent efforts 
commonly referred to as development Communication and Development 
Guppozt Cor-municatSo;', It?, prirsary objective is to draw distinctions 
between C0'.anunicati0'.i strategies and activities that are and are not 
conducive to the involvement of local comanitie^ in project 
dccision-making proce.--aer.. Tliis colecci"-: ir ••.•> achieved through 
a comparative case orady in die noa-pc" -ra^enta! space of development 
efforts. 

IDS Informat ion Resource Unit 
University of Sussex 
Falmer , Brighton BN1 9 R E . UK 



INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental problem that often inhibits devalopnei;.. efforts among 
the poor in Africa is the absence at local cotxsmi ty iRvolveaent in 
development project planning ana iinpiewmt:&?:ion» This proposal focates 
on the coxaaun ication strate;;i--s acti/icies chat are used to 
facilitate local community participation in project decision-making. 
The primary quest ion that pthc p.copoo«;.d -research program seeks to ".new ct 

/ 

is.- does the Inclusion 'participatory .communication planning and 
implementation activities load to bettor results than the use of non-
participatory eomsuunicatstrstngiea alone? Participatory coamunication] 
sosetineo referred to as horizontal ccrcmnication» is conceptualised as 

those covraunication activities that pertain to creating the conditions for 
and -facilitating cf dialogue- between development professionals and local 
ccoarnunitier. aba->'c their respective priorities, imperatives and intentions. 
Non-participatory consrct-r.ic.-'cion, soiastiwec referred to as vertical 
communications in conceptualised.as the one-:/ay transmission of 
persuasive inf orr>. .tion within the context of an aoymmatric and quasi-
authoritarian social relationships• 

The research program is.leased onthe workia . hypothesis that 
effective participatory communication during d.." •?!>:• r;t project planning 
i'3 a precondition lor Kuccesaf.il project implementation. Effectuating 
participatory coasnnica£io•.• during project planning is conceptualized as 
the role played by development support communi a'tion staff,, while 
communication- duriiK, project, implementation. Is see:-, as thtraditional role 
of project extension communication staff. 

The distinction between participatory rod non--participatory 
communication points to the fundamental difference between two different 
approaches to the role of communication in Third World Development efforts. 
These two approaches are kaovn as lU:velopm-..uc Coraravnication (DC) and 
-evelopmerxt Support Connanicati-?c (DSC)« DC proponents see the essence 
of their work as creating ''climate of development acceptance'" in the mind:; 
oi the Third 'World :.yt38oa, st :t n.ing then up... as it were, to become more 
docilo adopters; of inno-vationc selected for them by professional change, 
agents, DSC proponents,, on the other hand., see their primary mission as 
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creating a. f'siinate of mutual unaars tr.auiit;*;••• development professionals 
and local communities by ensuring thrc. each ' 'cats equally knowledgeable 
of the others prior:'ties, imperatives and intentions to permit more meaningful 
development decision'-making to take place between then. 1 

The research program approaches the research question from the 
perspective of Development vhippert Comunica'cion uecause I believe the 
problem of facilitating community participation is less likely to be 
responsive to heararchical, authoritarian solutions than participatory 
dialogic solutions. ' The reeaarct. program therefore -idresc.es a namber of 
subsidiary questions, First, whrt communication activities distinguish 
participatory from aen- participatery communication planning and implementation 
strategies? Second, what is the v.. .tare of the iclat. onslrip between 
participatory and non-participatory con̂ ur.i'cation activities earing the 
various phases of the project cycle? Is there no relationships correlation 
without causality.* or a casual relationship? 

In addressing these questions the program hopes tor (a) contribute 
to the articulation of a post-diffusion of innovation model for the study of 
ccrimunication activities conducted in support :ar • veiopment projects? 
(b) distinguish between DC and DSC approaches to programming communication 
activities? (c) adores ; the practical probleu of bow does one go about 
designing eomw;unic.a.;ion strategies that facilitate local community 
participation in project planning; (d) investigate the functions performed 
bv communication support in development project planning and ' implementation; 
and (e) shed some light on the relationship between non-governmental 

2 
organizations \NGOs } .-aid community-based organisations. ' Answers 
to these questions are important and useful to students of African development 
because they identify appropriate communication strategies for facilitating 
local community involvement in development project planning and 
implementation, 

The first part of the research program - the subject of this proposal -
will investigate 'comayaciaiion planning aid implementation strategies 
used by two U-308 working among the urban poor in Nairobi» Kenya ' , it 
will make distinctions - ad comparisons between communication planning and 
implementation strategies he sed on two case studies,. Although the choice 
of the specific : ed projects to be studied has yet te be determined, 



some possible choices include the National 'Council ot' Churches of Kenya, 
the Undugu Society of Kenya., end the' African lied aa.l f.esearch Foundations 
(aMREF) : 

The locus of the author's previous research interests has been 
the"communication strategies used in efforts to bring about local community 
participation in low income shelter projects in Nairobi. This research 
interest achieved partial fruition in in hA thesis entitled: "Communication 
Support Interventions for Community Participation in "rban Shelter Projects" 
submitted to the Graduate College of the University of leva in. the Spring 
of 1987. The thesis looked at conceptions of popular participation in 
development theories of urbar. nargimlization," community development 
approaches to assisting the urban poor„ urbanisation and urban migrants in . 
ifeirobif arid included 'a critical review of the literature on ., 
coamunica.tiot, uupport. The thesis concluded by examining the communication 
activities undertaken at the Bandora sousing Project in Nairobi. The 
proposed dissertation research study goes beyond this earlier work by 

studying on-going communication planning and implementation activities 
up close and mill attempt to drew empirically-based distinctions between 
participatory and nor~pa.e ticipatory communication strategies „ 

THEORETICAL RATIONALE 

This study is based or.;.an understanding of the process .of social 
change among the urban poor that has as its cornerstones a number*of 
considerations. In the larger, scciasal context, these considerations are? 
1) a characterization of State-urban periphery relations (narginaiization 
theory vs.. theories of the "strong State"; arid questions of. she*;.power? = extent 
and legitimacy of the State's intervention)j and 2) the development of an 
urbea consciousness'at the periphery of worldwide capitalist development. 
In the more specifie-lov-income residential content., these considerations 
?»re« 1) the existence of social support networks and employment of. community 
survival tactics; and 2) the dynamic.-; of the '''informal sector" and its 
linkages with the larger political economy. 
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Tho promise of this stody is that the - '-••- :<c-: of product-
oriented and technologically-bcnnd approaches to Third World Development 
inhibit local community involvement in project d'-cision-mahing. Tlresa 
approaches which ate often ruosumed under the rubric of "modernization 
theory''' t were the doainnsic paradigm of organised development efforts in 
the three decades after tho Second World Far' (Loraer, 1553j Apter, 1965; 
huntington, 1963; CoIv.»'C'.i, 1971). In these approaches to Third World 
Development, which were seen as primarily consisting of "transfer of 
technology".; the produccs and c-cher innovations to be introduced into 
local eozmnunilios are decided it. advance ann imposed in an authoritarian, 
top-down manner, This dominant paradigm'was -the framework from within 
which a number of prominent development scholars., such as Leonard Doobe 
I.ucien Pye» Wilbur Schramm and lak hmana Sao articulated their thinking on. the 
role of communciation in 71.i::d World development»^ From this, perspective 
the rol*. of communiceeion vac to assist in bringing about the attitudinal 
and psychological characteristics that wor*:/ preconditioi; for mod.'rniaation. 

• r 

The conssunication strategics used to effectuate these approaches to 
Third World development have therefore tended to he hierarchical and 
.•emphasized the persuasion of local caiaaunities :. 'oopt already decided 
innovations. These strategies, the basis for the diffusion of innovations 
studies.. -:".-.:•:c technologically-bound in addition to being product-oriented. 
They reflected a confidence in. the power of \':al media technology to produce 
desired effects,, The mass me ('dr. eere seen- as cheap multipliers of 
information. Mass trodia exposure was seen .as being correlated with indices 
ot modernisation. These communication strategies have since fallen into 
disrepute and the diffusion ~f innovations studies based up- n them have 

0 reached a eel do 

The anticipated vatos of adoption of innovations did not occur. 
In aany cases this was because c.tension staff did not first ensure 
comprehension of the innovations they were proffering for adoption. 
Furthe:.. diffusion of innovations studies ~ which were primarily descriptions 
and characterisations of the diffusion process '*- were found wanting in terms 
of proscribing a way out cf this impasse. Despite this, communication 
practitioners In the Third Worldf following the ' :'.<v. of least resistance 
(blame-tbe-'victlm and not the communication strategies used), persist in 
utilizing these strategies.' 
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An early articuistlo:1 of on alternati" s.ssa approaches to 

Third World development, referred to as "Another 'l>eveiapiaent"was 
undertaken in the context of the 1975 Dag Hrmmarskjold Project on 
Development: and International Cooperation. The approaches to and 
strategies of development articulated under the notion of "Another 
Development"p emphasised endogenous ana self-reliant envelopment, which 
was predicated on th : utilisation of indigenous knowledge. The approaches 
and strategies auhsamed under the notion af "Another Development'1, 

C 
have primarily been published in the- journal Dovelopment Dialogue. 
fh-rv'ii;. (19V-C) statue that the primsry c?;jaraa~eric, aicr- of: rht approaches' 
are strategice .; aan^ad under tie • actio of Âr,ether a-velopment" are that 
they ere. ne>. A-oriev: •-: :ed?erdegeaeuc., . :lf~reli&et.. ecologically-round, and 
baaed -or. struct <.-.;.•• 1 trans former ion . nd participatory democracy. This 
perspective gained anaresty at the seme tiaa ae the ''"bar ic needs'' approach 
was adf-pted by the aorta a ; a sad JSAIe in. the esrl'y 1970ss. The basic 
needs approach to development project praa:raa,ai;n,.• laa knotm as 
new directions"f focuses or: hew to d a-ige effective projects that reach 
the poorest of the poor. 

The coi2nu;iiaatJ.on activities suggested o :r. alternative 
.eproachee to Third World develop -ent are ^sal-oriented sad strategy- bound. 
They <• re goal-oriented iu r.h.; so ace tastthey enphsnise. achieving comprehension 
- on the part of ail psrteea - of respective prisritifa-, imperatives and 
anteations; and choose coMJUunic.at:v••;f. strategies, media sac techniques 
accordingly. The communication activities suggested by these alternative 
approaches are s;:rctagy~boune V causa they give priority to local community 
participation intbo d«.*ciGio• i-making pr-. e-i..a a; and insist that local 
'cotrrauniticc 'participate•• in the o. sigring ard implcmeatatics of project 
sxrppor;: communication ac r.iv;ies. 
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Participatory Comunication St :ntcgits 

3v;e result early effort*? at the articulation of this alternative 
conception of tin. role 'of communication xn development was the conference <••;•>. 
1;Self-ftanagemenAcc ;ss one Participation in Corauni <: ation" held in 
Belgrade (October li?-21* J 37?') up..' -a: the auspices fof UNESCO..9 . The 
conference marked v.ho beginning -e ~ .eiifr. from a top-down conception of 
communication activiti*.g under taV. n :?n .support' of development, to:.s "co-aguel:< 

conception in which iocal corsmr-itiec and davc lopiaent professionals 
1" 

would engage iu third party iacilitatec' dialogueiV. Concurrent with the 
d«lit- rations in box grade.- the concept oi "participatory communication" 
was being explored uedar the aucpiceo of the International Centre Cor Higher 
Studio«) in Comnunioacion of Latin ioierica (CIE??AL)X*, The work undertaken 
by CIESP'u. wos premised at: - recognition of in • dependent character of the 
theory o£ oomrunicoi ion and meth-xiolcgie.s of research being utilised in 
contemporary Latin America. CIESPAL proposed .h: arch for theoretical and 
methodological alternatives and "prioritised .research into two issues;: the 
role of ccjaisunncation in education -"o.d in popular organiar tion and 
mobilisation"'". In furtherance of those opjoeti-'oc CIESPAI sponsored 
the First Latin American ilrmioao . n Purtieip -•':. - - omunicotion in 
November 1973 in Quito, !'cu...o.:r,. In the "dtcad- or a since the 
deliberations under the" auspices a? UMSSCO and CCS5FAL, communication 
scholars it! tares ted in Thira a't.-ri:i development hove further refined this 
citer-iAtivc conception f the role of c'Aaraunicat 1<:>n in dev-.laomont 
(Rogers/ 1976;, barrigaio, 1979.: Eodsbiv =982; Our.hi and Campbell 1983, 
Tehran ion, 1905? Sci ,-...: 1986; Nair and White Jnyaweera and 
Amunongma, ,L9S7,p.>Tac boon', 1989). Afrlean--communication scholar- have also 
contributed to this reformation '"'„ 

The articulation of participatory communication strategies has been 
depicted ao a ahift irem vertical to horizont-1. communication strategies. 
Thus in contrast to product-oriented "approaches to development s which rely 
on non-parti c ipatory <vertJ col) eomennicatiou strategies, gocl-oriented 
approaches argue for participate ry (horizontal) communication strategies. 
Luis Snarf.ro Beltran R. (1979) in. his seminal article entitled "Farewell to 
Avistotl..a: Borisestal Comaunication", argues that vertical communication 
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consists of the one-way, transmission of inform: a w i t h i n the context of 
an- asymmetric and quasi-authoritarian social rc-lê ienship.. The intention is the 
persusdiaft- of a- passive a d r.iieafttce audience3 -with the ultimate effect of 
maintaining, the status-quoi -

Vertical communication'is counterpoised against horizontal 
communication v Horisautel c.*itcaiinicstion is defined ar" . ,.. the process 
of democratic 'social interaction;, based upon the exchange of -symbolsby 
which human beings voluntarily share experiences under conditions 'of free and 
egalitarian accessi dialogue, and participation'*." * This 'ccncepc4on c-f 
communication re: dialogue3 which it isoted in the works of Martin .Buber, 
Karl HJaapers and Carl Rogers was brought to the fore with the publication 
of Hat son and Motague's book The Hus?u.>n Dialogue;, Perspectives on 
Communication 0 263). Articles by Richard Johannesen (1971) nnd John Stewart 
(1978) highlight attention to the concept of dialogue in interpersonal 
communication *J. Vertical communication strategies are located within a 
diffusion of inn stations paradigm;, are hierarchical in nature, are based 
on a dyadic model of the- communication processt and primarily utilise big; 
media. Horizontal commuirication strategies an the other hand ere located 
within a participatory decisirn-main ag paradigm re dialogic in nature, and are 

i 5 

based on a triadic model of tha communication procsas.""' 

Development Oomraunicatxaz or Communication Support 
This dichotomy between the types of communication activi.riesi' 

conducted in Support of development projects in the Third World is reflected 
in the emergent distinction between the areas of academic'and professional 
practice known as Development Communication (DC) and Development Support 
Communication . (DSC),. Typical i f. tuoiU'S have tended to study the design» 
implementation and effects of pi-rsuanive c;: amunication campaigns.. The 
disenchantment with these studiea prompted the articulation of . 9SC among 
communication pre-titior-ars working primarily in development agencies 
within the United Fations system - specifically UNICEF and FAO. 
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There era now two distinct schools of thought on the question cf 
communication for dev«ls>p3on-« . .The old, well est "listed un?.yeroityr-baae'd 
'"'Development. Communication*' school^ end. the still evolving,, initially 
development ngeney-baood "Dovel'. pro-ant Support Co tunica t ion" school. The 
divergence between these two schools surfaced in two conferences hole in 
1337 : the Expor,. Consultation on. Development Support Co smanicatier; 
(Honef June 8-12, 1987) called by th* Food and Agriculture Organization 
(F&O) of the United I?ationss cr.ci il«e' seninar on Gonmunaaaticn and Change 
(Honolulu, July 20 to iugust 1, 19B7). The eg-ore consultation called 
by FAC was intended to critically enamine FAO'd 16 year experience with 
E-evelopment Guppc r" Goî m̂iicatior- - th« pr.~ pent t'e of r.ha art ., and the 
policy and progressing in-.plicati v.-1' for the future. fh • 1987 :-aan.in.ar c. 
communication ood change vo ;. a follow-up of siexiar confrencec hold in 1964 
and 1975 under the direction of-Wilbur'Schramm and lOoiol Lorner. The two 
volumes that case out o K theoo conferences.- Com-nnoicatloa and Chougo in 
7)-.v • ov-pi: g Couo.Orleg ('edited by homer and Sc.hr" rim in 1967) and Ccmmunica'cion 
and Cb..eg.:.; tho ioat Ten Years •• and the aloet -.edited by Schramm and Lernor 
in 1376); are regarded as tw cf the no-si: significant Stoics in the field of 
development coainunicatipe The i.287 f-: drainaa oao called to review the lessons 
learned in the interviewing pofiod cor. cernit.g the r-'letionship h.-_wouv( 
costmmicr.ticr? and development.-, and a .-': an agenda z research and policies 
in tho field of communication and development. 

Each cont^renca diacussod the role of csrrjuncintion in o'perationslizing 
c .)r:muni:o, participation in Third World development efforts and in the process 

] 2 • articulated differences between DC abd DSC; approaches'". The discussions 
crystallised the: notions'of DC reflecting an i?? formation advc racy of top-down 
authoritarianis;? •-• the dominant paradigm of externally directed radical 
social change ' -while e'SC Was seen as'cleaving ma re to an advocacy of 
participatory 'knowlc'dg'e-sharir.g' between development professionals and local 
communities - tho basic Pleads paradigm of an'endogenous! y controlled 
ayncretizatich, 'Further characterizations' of the difference showed DC as 
intervening at th,. national and international level, while DSC operated at the 
graae roots.?' DC practitioners tended to initiate their ova' idnepondently 
financed and managed development projects wh .reas BSC practitioners chose a 
support role which called for them to piggy-back, on development projects funded 
and managed by such hard sciences as agriculture an -. health? the DC approach 
ens almost totally reliant or-, the big mass madia ad radio* television and new-
sprint while the DSC approach 1- aaad no re to •• small madia ad::: of video, film-
strip- ,- traditional thee.tar and an group and interpersonal techniques involving 

t. nc i on oe.»::>• ;nno 1.-



in order to facilitate effective comm. suv participation in project 
decis'i on-making and planning, com-uaication • support e.kt to create understanding 
between the beneficiaries and their benefactors ah cut their respective needs, 
goals,, ••knowledge, and problem-solving' skills. The problem is to create a 
communication environment which s. sah„g en abler- development planners and 
technical specialists with al'i their wotdiy sophistication and special idiom 
of'-communication to enter into practicable knowledge—'Shoring as co-equal 
discoursern with, the arbon sad rural poor-. Too often, as Ascroft et.al.point 
out, "development organ.iSf.re, daunted by a best nf scclo-cultural problems 
constraining the oporstioualization of know ..edge-sharing, heve characteristically 
rpted. for a line of least effort; the one-way., top-down transfer oi unilaterally-
selected techniques and "ethnologies b_, whatever means possible, confident in 
the knowledge -hat failures can always bs bi.-.med on the victim.''(Ascroft 
et.al.plt37:8) 

The proposed dissertation research a:::.tends the existing body of work 
on DC/BSC by grounding hypotheses nbout community participation In project 
'decision-making in an urban African sorting* and subjecting participatory 
communication planning activities tu analysis which gives voice to the participsa 
The relationship between DtIC and DC is seen as ; deally complementary, not 
necessarily competitive or Mutually exclusive, ox tea times both being necessary 
for ultimate project success. DSC taking the lead role in communication 
alannj ag and DC taking the 3 can rale in communication broedcasting. Local 
community participation in coimntmicotior. activities is a critical concern or 
rr-.I primary criteria for DSC. C-.nv"-;uaicatice campaign effectiveness is a critical 
concurs of and primary criteria for DC. 

RESEARCH DESICN AllD METHODOLOGY 

The primary question that the proposed research program seeks to 
answer is, soar, the inclusion of participatory communication planning and 
implementation actio, ities lead to greater project success among .the urban poor 
than the use of ncri-participatcry communication strategies a l o n e ? 
Participatory communication is conceptualised as communication activities 
that p. rtein to creating the conditions for and facilitating dialogue between 
development .professionals and local cosasr,unities .about their respective 
prioritiesf imperatives ana intent.lone- Non-participatory communication is 
conceptualized as the one-way transmission of persuasive' information within 
the context of an asymmetric end ouasi-authorit fan social relationships. 
In addition the research addresses a numbt-r diary questions First; what 
communication activit: .:••<> c istinyuish par tic Lpecory fran non-participatory 
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communic at ion planning and implementation to .A -Second, what is the 
natur.3 of the relationship between participatory 'and non-participatory 
communication activities during the various phases of the project cycle? 
Is .there no relationshipt correlation with no "causality, or a causal 
.relationship? Third> what are the moot effective communication techniques 
for achieving participatory cotsvuaication? This research program seeks, to answer the 
these questions by a.aam'.K.iag the coranunlestion strategies currently pursued 
by ĜfS's working with the urban pour in Nairobi. Possible sites for this 
stud;; are the low-a.Hcora. residential areas that surround Nairobi like 
Kibera., pothers, a:.Ongos he.; end Kor-igocho/* 

The res.:. e:h design t-: be utilised to is>v -eeigotc the communication 
planning and implementation strategics used by KGO'c in Nairobi will be n 
comparative case study bases on the natuvali>: tic inquiry paradigm (Lincoln and 
Sub;":.. liJ05)» According to a into in and Guba,, the naturalist paradigm "has 
other aliases as well, for exaopl: ; tha poot-pc o-irivisties phenonenGiGgic.nl, 
aubject. case ctudy: qualitative E hnrnonoutic. and humanistib" (ltd57) , 
Lincoln and Guba Ceet'.ad that the ^amzurclictic paradigm a r b summarised by 
the following axioms. On the ncture of reality- realities arc- multiple, 
constructed, and holistic. On the rr-.laeieneh.in .a :he knewer to the known-
knuwer end known arc interactive acd inseparable. Oh the possibility of 
general! cat ion - e.afy time-end ccac.aat -bound* walking hypothesis (idiographic 
statements) are possible. On' the possibility of causal linkages- all entities 
are in a state of mutual simultaneous shaping, so that it in impossible to 
distinguish causes fro:, affect. And fioally, an the role of values - inquiry is 
value-bound (Lincoln and Guba, 1905:37^. 

Those axioms have implications for the conduct of research. 
Lincoln a as Guba c?tate that research conducted utilising this paradigm is 
done in a natural a atting uses human instruments, incorporates tacit 
knowledge:, uses qualitative methodo. p.u.rpssive sampling, inductive data 
analysis, grounded theory, a:,-.urgent research design.s negotiated outcomes, 
ideographic interpretation, and .a case study reporting mode. 

The paapor.ed research study will he designed as a case study 
because its purpose .is to get an. understanding af process of and context within 
which communication a<n:iviti -s intended a.o bring about local community 
participation- in-project docioxon-maM-ng fccur. ..It ie further concerned 
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with gaining tMs ur.iisrsiT.~hir.iv /ron? the p« .0 ••:. .o oiow of persons 
engaged in the process. " Two coses will fa . studied ir. an attempt to show 
the distinctions between end dirior-oit dr ;o.o..ion.. of participatory and non-
participatory co-r.-sunicar.ioi:. strategics. The unit of analysis for the 
proposed research study wall bo the particular noe<-gov; rnmenta 1 organisations 
of" concernO Working from the .assumption that differences in intentions, 
io.reeo elver and phileC-a-phies cf. davelopment found an- :'g NGO's are reflected 
in their utilisation of different communication strategiesv the study will 
examine two NGGs aad their respective comKuricacion planning and implenentatic-n 
activities. 

The foloviog decision criteria will be need ir. the purposive sampling 
cf MGG-- } that the J'GO selected be hi tho. an indigenous MGO or a local 
cho.pt.ra of a foreign dOO 2) that it b involved in planning and implementing 
projects at the local level 3} that it hove on-going social aid economic 
development projects among the urban peer in Hair'hi that are predicated on 
a. notion of -ammunity participatia-.i ia the project decisions-making process 4) 
that it have formal structure end process for planning ad implementing projects 
projectsj and 5) have staff who ..ngago in a amuro cation, extension, or 
consauuity developm rat activiti' a 

Cohen and dphoff (1980) xr. an attempt to clarify tho concept of 
participation development project a hov., outline:! e useful framework of the 
dimensions and iA.ntfs.ts of ''rural development pareicipatim". The following 
dimensions of communis:;/ participation will be used in tho prepare d study to 
develop a general description rf the kind r.f 'ca.:-.r..u.n.o.:.y participation occurring in 

in the neO projects bring studied. Firstly, aha context of participation 
This will entail sp., aificoaion of J) the conmur.ity'a social and residential 
history .:) the community' r, . acramie linkages 3) existent community organi-
sations j and 4). .the history and characteristics of the development' project 
under consideration, t 

Secondly,. the. type of participation'' The type of participation, of concern 
in this study being in,' oh- roe re. in the or g act deci sicn-mnkiug ptpceoo. 

Thirdly, the question of who participates? Participants being categorised 
along the fallowing lines:!) gender, 1> education.. 3) property awaership,.4) 
income level,5) length of rorooa oce. 
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Fourthly, the type of invol vgjnent in the prejoe; decision-making processi 
This consists variously of involvementi1) in defining the decision, situation,2) 
in specifying alternative courses of action,3} iv chousing she preferred 
sitornative course of action.4) in determining the menus for implementation, 
and 5) in evaluating the consequences of action. 

Fifthly, the question of why they participate. This vi.il ential specification 
of the basis or participation (impetus and/or incentives). 

Sixthly,, the. -.-xtent of participation (range of activities and time involved). 

Sin-a: patticipetory communication is conceptualized as communication 
activities: that pertain to creating . conditions for and facilitating dialogue 
between development pr.aen.ioe :io and iool communities about their respective 
priorities, imperatives and intantler o; a corientational model (HcLeod and 
Chaffe.-.j 1973) will be used to conceptualize tha relationships between the 
two groups, In this model both .the organization and the public have ideas/ 
cognitions (their respective prls-ritieo* imperatives and intentions), evaluations 
of these ideas, end. pare.ations about each others ideas. Congruence refers 
to the extent to which each group thinks the other group's idea or evaluation 
is similar to their own. accuracy is the eatent to which one group's perception 
of the other group's idea or -.-valuation approximates the other group's actual 
idea cr evaluation. Understanding represents the extent to which the two ideas 
are the same. Agreement represents the extent to which the evaluations are the ra 

The etudv will consist of the following phase;;; conceptualisaticn, 
choice of data sources, ch >ic-a. of data collection methods, conduct of the case 
study, and preparation and negotiation of the report (Middlecon, 1985). The 
central problem in the conceptualization phase will be delimiting the parameters 
of the process to be studied. In the initial stages of this study, the research 
will be guided by the a priori conceptual map provided by Cohen and i'phoff 
(1980). Once in the field criteria will have to b'e established to confront 
the likihood of en ever-increasing set of relevant process and variables. The 
primary sources of date will the key actors- project planners,,..communication 
extensions staff, leaders of appropriate community based organisations, and key 
informooa in the local community in the canes being studied. Where possible 
direct observation of communication planning and implementation activities will 
be made."" Available documents and existing statistical data will be subject 
to secondary analysis. 

The primary data collection methods to ue us.-.d in this study will 
include in-'depth interviewing of key informantsi the direct observation. of 
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planning and ix.iplcisv.ytt.cvti or. process s, the anal yooo of documents ie. plans, 
budgets* administrative gui'delift'eo» emd evaluation reports'; ond the analysis 
of communication cat.-.rials produced audio-visual and print materials). The 
database fa he era. -.ad in the field will con sit i' ofol) interviews of key 
iafermanas. 2) direct ab-eerv itior.s of planning aoa implementation processes.3) 
analysis of documents (plans. bi:dgota, admiristrafiva guidelines evaluation 
reports). and 4) samples of coxjaiunfeation materials produced and used, 

Ideally, several rounds, of interviews will be conducted and group 
interview.? sot up. Tho following decision criteria will bv: used for selecting 
iatesvioweas ie.ro a-eh case study^1) involviwcnt in government regulation of 
NGO r.cciv:{f.'»2) :tnvc.iv'sr.>enfc in planning and lapieracntating NGO communic.atior.-, 
strategy., e) coisrumity participant in tho development 'project ,4) community non-
participant in the development, 

if a aaiblo key indicators rd: particlese. ry conaunication activities be 
will/identified and utilised. Ikconduct . f the study trill involve the 
construction "1 interview guides or "•pen-ended questionnaires; the recording 
.•f interviews (or causecct tape or notebooks); the maintenance of e field 
je-urnei eo record observations a.>d keep track e.a.ex views; and the copying, 
or if possiblecollection of ceoreuorcatier., eeteriaio utilised. The conduct 
'of tee study will o,ita.il const-ens cw»aparisen -"-nd Inductive analysis of data. 
tCey to the establishing of internal reliability will be the tra'angulation of 
data aanrcee while in the field, Th : pr paa tian ;nd neg tiatior. of the initial 
field report will b.. done while ttill in the field so that ideas, icsights 
ana eanclusioTK-: being g oe rated can be checked with key act as in the 
oramunication and plonair-r process. 

The analysis of data,, vhich will begin while still in the field, will 
be analyair -d along lia.es which taaaitie;.ally characterise ethnographic inquiry. 
The analysis will.be inductive rather than deductive, generative rather than 
v-.riiicatory. subjective rather than objective* aad emphasise construction 
rather than enumeration {-Poets end i.oCompia,,, 3.§«1). Lincoln and Cuba (IS35) 
discuss aha issuo of the c•• . eLlladlie'ava transferability., dependability, and 
confirmability of 0he finds f naturalistic inquiry and suggest a number of 
techniques for enhat.aiv;; the trustworthiness of ouch research findings. In 
•. order so enhance the transferability (geseralisability) of tho working 
hypothesis goneratrd a the study c> other contests the study3 will, provide 
"'thick description"' of tho research context, pro- - ref. and participants. 
In order to schema, the trustworthiness (roiioCiisty oed validity) of the working 
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hypothesis.generated by the study* the researcherwiL-a 
Maintain, fluid journals that will ixiciucx;-j 1) a leg .of day-to-day activities 

ie. calendar of appointments ji). field notes of interviews and observations;3) 
a methodological i' g encowpcsniug record* of ivmthoaolc gical decisions (research 
techniques, interviewees) s a record of .hyp..theses and questions to be followed 
op, expectations oi what vial happen nestand. commentary on the perceived 
influence of my own biases'. 

Use cr langulafic :. f. sources and methods to validate sources of information 
against each other i-:. a- pecani int erview with an informant who has a 
differ.-at perspective :-r the use-of observation techniques in addition to int-'.rvif 

De-galop and maintain an aedit trail of tin data gathering., data reconstruction 
and data analysis techniques used: of the typo of files maintained? and 
evidence of the raw to. ta. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Joseph Ascroft and Sipho Masilela (1989) "From Top-Down to Co-equal 
Communication; Popular Participation in Development Decision-Making" 
A paper prepared for the seminar on "Participations A Key Concept in 
Communication for Change and Development hold ft the University of 
Poona, Pune, Into a. February 20-27, 19t?9. 

2. For a discussion of communication support planning activities and 
issues in development projects and programs see Keli Perrett (1983) 
"Planning of Communication Support (Informations Motivation and 
Education) in Sanitation Projects and Programs". TAG Technical Note No.2. 
(UNDP). Washington, D.C, The World Bank. 

3. Although the role of NGO's in Kenya's development has been the subject 
of a number of studies, see Kabiru Kinyanjui (ed) (1985) "Non-governmental 
Organisationss Contributions to Development" Occasional paper No.50, 
Institute of Development Studies, University of Nairobij IDS (1989) 
"Preliminary Workshop Eeport", A workshop organised by the Institute 
of Development Studies and the Kenya National Council of Social Services. 
14th-16th August 1989, Nairobi, Kenya?, and Ng'ethe et.al. (±990) "Non-
governmental Organizations: Local Capacity Building & Community 
Mobilization" IDS Working Paper No.469, April 1990, University of 
Nairobi. - these studies do not specifically address the communication 
'strategies used by NGO's in their interaction:; with local communities. 

4. Relying primarily on. publications published r.ier the United Nations 
Research Institute for Social Development's Popular Participation 
Programme. For the theoretical parameters of the Popular Participation 
Programme so Andrew Pearse and Matthias Stiofel (1979) Inquiry into 
Participation; A Research Approach UNRISD, Geneva. 

5. Leonard W„ loob (1961) Communication in Africa,: The Search for Boundaries New 
New Haven: Yale University Press, Lucien W. Pye (ed) (1963) uCommunication 
and Political Development New Jersey; Princeton University Press, Wilbur S 
Schramm (1964) Mass Media and National Development ̂  California? 
Stanford University Press, Lakshmana Rao (1966) Coramunication and 
Development Minneapolisi University of Mlrmesola Press. 

6. Everett M. Rogers (1976) "Communication and Developments The passing of 
the Dominant Paradigm" Commun1cation Research Vol.3, No.2; April 1976 
p.213-240. 

7. Smile G. McAnany (1984) "Diffusion of Innovations: Why Does it Endure?" 
Critical Studios in E.ss Coramunication Vol.1 No.4 December .1984, 
p.439-442. 

See Development Dialogue .1980 No.l "Another Development? Perspectives for 
the Eighties". 
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So For a discussion of the deliberations of the Belgrade Conference see 
Jeremiah 0"Sullivan-Ryan and Mario Kapler JO) "Cojamunication 
Methods to,Promote Grass-roots Participation" Monographc on 
Communication and SOciety do, 6, Paris; UNESCO. 

3.0. For a. discussion of this notion of co-equality see Joseph Ascroft and 
Sipho Masilola '(.1.989.) op.cit. 

11. See for instance Josianne Jouet (1980) '"Participatory Communication in 
the Third Worlds A Critical Outlook" a paper presented in the First 
Seminar or; Participatory .Communication., CIESPAL, Quito., Ecuador. 

12., Jose Marques de lialo (1988) "Communication Theory and Research in Latin 
American A Preliminary Balance of the Past Twenty—five Years" 
Media Culture and Society Vol,10, No.4, October 1986 p.411. 

13, See Eracius Monu (1989) "Delivering Relevant Development Information 
to the Rural Poor" Media Asia Vol.16 Nol, p.10-15. 5. Adefemi Sonaike(1988) 
"Communication and Third World Development,': a Dead End?" Gazette 
{The Netherlands) Vol.41 p.05-108. Kwame Boafo (1985) "Utilizing 
Development Cosaauniation Strategies inMrrican Societies: A Critical 
Perspective" Gazette (The Netherlands) Vc.35 p.83-92. In addition 
since 1936 the African Council on Communication Education has been 
publishing a journal Africa k^dla Review and Africa Hedia Monograph 
Series that often address the question of the role of communication 
in development efforts. 

14, Luis Ramira R. Beltran (1979) "Farewell to Aristotles "Horizontal 
Communication* International Commission for the Study of Communication 
Problems Report ike40. Paris; UNESCO. 

15. Richard Johanneses (.1971) "The Emerging Concept of Communication as 
Dialogue" Quarterly Journal of Speech 57 1971 p.373-82,, John Stewart 
(1978) "Foundations of Dialogic Communication" Quarterly Journal fof 
Speech 64, 1978 p.183-201. 

16. Other studies of communication in the Third World that have utilized the 
concepts of vertical and horizontal communication include; R. White (1983) 
"Community Radio as an Alternative to Traditional Broadcasting" 
#Media Development Vol.30 No.3, p.4-9, J. Diaz-Bordenavo (1980) "Latin 
America Initiates a new Approach to Rural Communication" Educational 
Broadcasting International Vol.13, No.4 p.163-167. H. Silberinan (1979) 
Popular Participation Through Communications" Media Asia No.o p.95-101. 
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17. For an example of this school of thought see Robert Hornik (1988) 
Development Communication.1: Information Agriculture., and Nutrition in 
the Third World White Plains, New York:/Longman Inc. Also Herbert 
F. Lionberger and Paul H. Gwin (1982) Communication Strategies? 
A Guide tor agricultural Change Agents, Danville, Illinois; The 
Interstate Printers & Publishers, INc. 

18. FAO (1987) "Report of FAO Expert Consultation on Development Support 
Communication" 8-12 June 19874 Rome; Food and Agricultural Organization. 

19. Prof. Joseph Ascrcft from the University of Iowa attended both 
conferences and the discussion of the differences between DC and DSC 
approaches in this paper is drawn from a paper by Joseph Ascrcft and 
Sipho Masilela (1989) op.cit. 

20. From the point of view of local communities and development professionals, 
project success it, defined in terms of attainment of their respective goals 
From my perspective of a communication support practitioner, project 
success is definned in terms of comprehension on the part of all parties 
of their respective priorities, intentions and imperatives. 

21. These particular low-income residential areas were the sites fcr a study 
by Frank 0. Ugboajah (1985) " Media Habits of Rural and Semi-Rural 
(Slum) Kenya" Gazette(The Netherlands) Vol-36p.155-174: that examined, the 
broadcast and print media that residents o. tbeoe areas had access to, 
and the type ofc content they paid attention to. 

22. In differentiating between types of participation and non-participation in the 
planning process. Arnstein (19-59) constructs a typology of eight levels 
of participation which range from non-participation (manipulation and 
therapy)s through tokenism (informing, consultation and placation), 'to 
citizen power (partnership, delegated power and citizen control). Sherry 
R. Arnstein (1969) "A Ladder of Citizen. Participation" Journal of the 
American Institute of Planners Vol.25 No.4 p,216-224. burke (1968) 
identifies five types of citizen participation strategies; education 
therapy, behavioral changer, staff supplement, cooptatiori* and community 
power. Edmund M. Burke (1968) "Citizen Participation Strategies" 
Journal of the American Institute of Planner.':. Vol.34 No. 4p.287-294. 

23. Communication support planning and implementation activities encompass; the 
identification or establishing of institutional, structures to perform the 
disired functions; the definition of concrete objectives; the identification 
and segmentation of audiences to be reached; the making of decisions on 
the timing of activities and overall time frames; the selection of commu-
mication channels and methods to bo used; the making of decisions on 
communication style. technique and content; the setting up of procedures 
for pre-testing, monitoring and evaluating messages and medium reach; and 
the costing of communication activities. See Heli Perrett (1982) "Using 
Communication Support in Projects: The World Bank's Experience" World 
Bank Staff Working Papers No.551. Washington B.C.; International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development. 


